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The Law of Evidence

Publisher

Amazon

Price

$30
(Softcover)

Available
at (Web
URL)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)

The Law of Evidence is exactly the casebook I
would have published through a traditional
publisher but self-published to slash the
price. It uses more narrative than a typical
casebook, tight case editing, no filler, and
lots of Problems. This enables more of a
“flipped classroom” where you can spend
class time diving into the most difficult
evidence challenges through the included
problems and suggested video clips, rather
than regurgitating the basics via lecture.
For those considering adoption, email me
to request a free electronic copy +
comprehensive Teacher’s Manual, sample
syllabi, etc.
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Expert Evidence

Publisher
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$150
(Hardcover)

Available
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Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)
Expert evidence serves as the highly
contextual core of litigation, and this
textbook has been designed to bring a
practice-oriented lens to the issue. The
book begins with materials breaking down
the central rules of evidence and civil
procedure constraining presentation of
experts, then moves into application of
those rules to various common disciplines
in criminal and civil litigation. Throughout
the book, students will engage with realworld writing exercises to apply the rules in
context, to sharpen analytical skills, and to
prepare for their transition to practice. As
the student progresses into the subjectspecific materials, each section raises
significant questions...
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Learning Evidence:
From the Federal
Rules to the
Courtroom

West
Academic
Publishing

$202.50
(eBook)
(Other
options
available)

Book URL

Brief Description
(100 words or fewer)
Learning Evidence engages students by
offering lucid explanations of each
evidentiary rule and colorful courtroom
examples that explore how each rule works
in practice. The fifth edition has been fully
updated to reflect the continued emergence
of electronic media, heightened attention to
issues of race and gender, and recent
amendments to the Federal Rules of
Evidence. To deepen student learning, this
edition comes with digital study aids,
accessible at eproducts.westacademic.com.
The study aids include hundreds of
multiple choice, short answer, and essay
questions; thirteen videos that review
difficult subjects; and seven interactive
simulations in which students take the role
of…

